
Sovereign Lord 1991 (rev. 2017)

for mixed chorus and organ

This stirring anthem for chorus and organ was commissioned in 1991 by the Bayview Glen

Church of the Christian & Missionary Alliance in Toronto in celebration of the church’s Jubilee

year.  It was first performed in June of 1991 under the direction of Steve Cottrell at Roy

Thompson Hall in Toronto.  Two and a half decades later when Eldon McBride, conductor of

Vancouver’s Jubilate Vocal Ensemble, asked me about programming the work I was delighted to

re-visit this work and make some strategic revisions, mainly to the organ part.  One doesn’t

always have the occasion to tweak old compositions. I am always moved by the joy and

compassion of this text from Isaiah.  

 David L. McIntyre                          



Prognote.rep

by repertoire (title of work)

A Bear in the Brewery

(2p222/4231/T 1perc/ Str)

A Bear in the Brewery was conceived as a festive overture piece for the Regina Symphony

Orchestra.  The work opened the orchestra’s 94th season on Saturday, September 22, 2001

The mischievous title is actually drawn from an early passage in Great Expectations by Charles

Dickens.  It perfectly evokes surprise and the sense of play which is such a strong part of the

composer’s creative process.

Performances:

Sep22/01  Premiere. Regina Symphony Orchestra (Victor Sawa, cond) Regina SK

Nov22/04 Brandon University Orchestra (Mark Rudoff, cond) Brandon MB

Mar30/11 Orquesta del Conservatorio Nacional (Martin Corleto, cond) Guatamala City  

A Christmas Carol

(notes for premiere by Festival Chorus, Calgary, December 6, 2008)

“Selected narrative from “the Ghostly little book” by Dickens seemed a natural choice for a

seasonal choral setting. To my knowledge, it hadn’t been done before and I wondered why.  That

is I wondered why until I actually began the work.  Shortly into it I felt as if I’d been drawn down

by a great ocean current with no hope of escape, with no choice but to abandon myself to it. The

panic I felt in the realization that this work would be much more than the twenty minutes asked

for was only balanced by the enormous sense of joy in the discovery of a witty and moving music

hidden in the language of Charles Dickens.  The five “Staves” of the novel translated into seven

movements of music for chorus and orchestra.  It was painful to have to set aside one marvellous

passage in favour of another in order to keep the final musical work from taking three days to

perform! My hope is that in addition to providing an adequate thread of narrative for the listener,

the musical setting of the texts selected will illumine other aspects of this wonderful novel than

are seen in the existing theatre or film adaptations.  I am utterly committed to the compassionate

and transformative nature of the story and hope its musical telling may brighten a holiday season

for you as it lit up my own summer labours.”

A Christmas Carol

(Notes for the Dec 18/16 performance by the Prairie Chamber Choir of movements III and VII)

“When the commission came in 2008 from Calgary’s Festival Chorus and Orchestra to write

something for their Christmas concert I immediately thought of Charles Dickens “Ghostly little

book”, A Christmas Carol, thinking I might find a few lovely passages that could be extracted to

fill the bill. As it turned I could not escape the narrative thread and the five “Staves” of the novel

translated into seven substantial movements of music for chorus and orchestra, two of which you

will hear tonight in the vocal/piano version. The creative agony of those summer months was

alleviated by the enormous sense of joy in the discovery of a witty and moving music hidden in

the language of Charles Dickens. I am utterly committed to the compassionate and transformative

nature of the story and hope its musical telling may brighten a holiday season for you as it lit up

my own summer labours.”

David L. McIntyre

A Christmas Carol

a spoken introduction by the composer

Good evening.  I’m David McIntyre.  Trying to create a choral orchestral setting of a novel is an

enormous challenge.  

A Medley of Insolent Noises

(2p222/4231/T 1Perc/Str)

“Several years ago I came across this passage from F. Scott Fitzgerald’s Tender is the Night: “As

she stood in the fuzzy green light of the vegetable garden, Dick crossed the path ahead of her

going to his work house.  Nicole waited silently till he had passed; then she went on through lines

of prospective salads to a little menagerie where pigeons and rabbits and a parrot made a medley

of insolent noises at her.”  Finding it immediately evocative I added the phrase “a medley of

insolent noises” to my little collection of titles for future compositions.  I thought it especially apt

for a piece in which various instruments play major roles either as soloists or in combination. My

habit is more often to name a piece after it’s completion.  But in this case the title was before me

from the start and played a key role in the development of this musical journey.  I hope the result

isn’t just noise and really I don’t mean to be insolent.  But the combination of words in the title

was inspiring!  A Medley of Insolent Noises was premiered by the Regina Symphony Orchestra in

2002.”

Performances:

Jan26/02 Premiere. Regina Symphony Orchestra (Thomas Wellin, conductor) at the    

Saskatchewan Centre of the Arts, Regina.

Mar 9/13 Saskatoon Symphony Orchestra (Daniel Smith, conductor) 

A Play of Love SongsA Wild Innocence

for piano solo

Commissioned by 2011 Montreal International Musical Competition

“It takes fearlessness to create or perform. My creative process easily bogs down unless I find a

way to free it from my curious and controlling mind.  That’s what takes the fearlessness. I

suppose really it’s finding the balance between control and freedom, finding that wild innocence

that liberates both the creator or performer.  Introspection is set aside, or perhaps absorbed into

the subconscious to play its role more subtly.

I find great joy the moment I decide to jump over the cliff, abandoning myself to the discovery in

freefall.  It frees me psychologically but also physically.  This is important to my approach

because I see the performer as a dancer, whose choreography or embodiment of the work is

ultimately essential to a convincing performance.  

I think the job of a competition piece is to stimulate on several levels - technical, musical and

emotional.  It should make room for the performer to display a world of touches, from warm to

brilliant; various qualities of energy, from light to driving; and a broad emotional palette. The

challenge is to do this in a 5-minute piece. 

The title came to me in the middle of the night and seemed at first bizarre.  Now it feels like a

perfect description both of how I like to compose and the state of mind of the eager young

performer.”

Anniversary Suite

Five pieces for solo piano (2001)

These pieces were commissioned by Laverna for her husband Aldo on the occasion of their 25th

wedding anniversary.  Aldo is a wonderful ceramic sculptor and Laverna is a great music lover. 

They are both discriminating lovers of beauty and I found that inspiring.  The pieces are tuneful,

playful, delicate, haunting or sweet. 

Argyle Street - Six Pieces for Flute Quartet (2010)

This suite of pieces for flute quartet was commissioned by the Quarter Tones Flute Ensemble

(Tara Semple, Linda Lucyk, David Popoff, Marie-Veronique Bourque) with the assistance of the

Saskatchewan Arts Board. Based in Regina, SK, Canada, the group enjoys a wide variety of

styles and colours.  They were looking for a piece that would exploit the voices of the “other”

flutes: piccolo, alto and bass, as well as the standard C Flute.  The movements explore lyricism, 

rhythmic energy and poignant emotion in contrasting moods and tempi.

The work was given its official premiere on June 3, 2010 on a concert at the Knox-Metropolitan

United Church in Regina.  The performance was recorded for broadcast by the CBC.  The title of

the piece references the address where the group likes to rehearse.

Another fine ensemble, Quartet Laurier, has also included Argyle Street on their 2010 CD

entitled “Canadian Flute Quartets”, recorded in the Maureen Forrester Recital Hall at Wilfred

Laurier University in Waterloo, Ontario.

Argyle Street was named winner in the small ensemble category of The National Flute

Association’s 2012 Newly Published Music Competition.

Bapia I 

for bassoon and piano (1984)

It is no surprise that performers are always found among a composer’s best friends.  In 1984 two

wonderful musicians and dear friends agreed to perform a recital at the Canadian Bible College

in Regina, where I was teaching at the time. To my delight they also kindly agreed to perform a

new work that I proposed to write for them.  

Thus was born BAPIA I, three short pieces for bassoon and piano, premiered November 3, 1984

by Alan Denike, bassoon and Janice Denike piano.

Butterflies & Bobcats

for piano solo (2004)

Commissioned by the 2004 Eckhardt-Gramatté National Music Competition 

                  with the kind assistance of the Saskatchewan Arts Board

“I am always wonder struck with the physical and expressive act of playing the piano.  It is such

an amazing instrument, one of the truly great inventions in the history of our civilization.  A

wondrous machine that is capable of translating such refined emotional nuance that expresses

things about being human that one can scarcely say in words.

I am fascinated with the way that energy and weight can be channelled through the piano in such

varied ways as to produce the exhilerating sensations of leaping and flying or the tenderly

caressing or trudging.  All tributes to movement, that wondrous quality that declares and

celebrates life!  I’ve been consciously preoccupied with movement and music for years, from my

earlier suites of piano pieces called Pro-Motion or E-Motion to my writing for dancers, most

recently a liturgical piece for Organ and Dancers.

The title was chosen for several reasons:  apparently first as a totally unconscious tribute to the

mascot of Brandon University!  

I played with several  titles that evoked contrasts, the male/female contrasts and the necessity of

both qualities being present in any single player.  I finally settled on the vividness of 2 wonders

of the the animal kingdom, a leaper and a flyer.  I am struck with the variety of colour patterns

and seeming unpredictable flight of the butterfly as much as by the suppleness and strength of the

big cat. 

 The piece was inspired no doubt by the vitality of youth and the image of the strong, flexible and

sensitive young players that this competition attracts.

It is also important to me that the human voice be heard in my music...by that I mean the capacity

to feel gradations of joy or sorrow.  So colours, patterns, movements don’t exist in isolation from

the human, they are what animates the deep spirit of what we are as sacred beings.”

My profound thanks to Dr. Lawrence Jones and the Eckhardt-Gramatté Competition for inviting

me to write this piece and become a part of the history of this wonderful event.  And a huge

thank to Nancy Nehring who has facilitated so beautifully.  And of course, my thanks to each

player who has made a great commitment to carefully prepare a brand new piece of music.  It has

been wonderful for a composer to have one’s own private little band of proofreaders!

For the 2014 Roy Street Music edition of B&B:

. . .  about Butterflies & Bobcats

The prestigious Eckhardt-Gramatté National Music Competition of Brandon University (in

Brandon, Manitoba, Canada) commissioned this work as the imposed piece for the 2004

competition.  Here are excerpts from a speech by the composer given at a luncheon on May 1 of

that year during the competition.

“I am always wonder struck with the physical and expressive act of playing the piano.  It is such an

amazing instrument, one of the truly great inventions in the history of our civilization.  A wondrous

machine that is capable of translating such refined emotional nuance that expresses things about being

human that can’t be said with words.

I am fascinated with the way that energy and weight can be channelled through the piano in such varied

ways as to produce the exhilarating sensations of leaping and flying or tenderly caressing or trudging... 

all tributes to movement, that wondrous quality that declares and celebrates life!  I’ve been consciously

preoccupied with the relationship of movement to music for years, from my earlier suites of piano pieces

called “Pro-Motion” and “E-Motion” to my organ works for liturgical dance...

The title was chosen for several reasons: apparently first as a totally unconscious tribute to the mascot

of Brandon University!  I played with several  titles that evoked contrasts, the male/female qualities

equally necessary to any performer.  I finally settled on the vividness of two wonders of the animal

kingdom, a leaper and a flyer.  I am struck with the variety of colour patterns and seemingly

unpredictable flight of the butterfly as much as by the suppleness and strength of the big cat. 

 The piece was inspired no doubt by the vitality of youth and the image of the strong, flexible and

sensitive young players that this competition attracts.

It is also important to me that the human voice be heard in my music...by that I mean the capacity to feel

gradations of joy or sorrow.  So colours, patterns, movements don’t exist in isolation from the human,

they are what animates the deep spirit of what we are as sacred beings.”

. . .  about the composer

David L. McIntyre (b. 1950) was raised on the Canadian Prairies.  His most treasured mentors were

pianist Boris Roubakine and composer Luigi Zaninelli.  He has made his career in Regina, Saskatchewan

where his long association with the Regina Symphony Orchestra included a 3 year composer residency

and witnessed the creation of a Symphony, Piano Concerto (for Catherine Vickers), Violin Concerto (for

Eduard Minevich) and several orchestral overtures and many exciting chamber works.  David is also

recognized as a major Canadian contributor to the piano repertoire.  His Piano Sonata No. 2 was

commissioned by MusiCanada 2000 for Angela Hewitt. A Wild Innocence was the imposed piece for the

2011 Montreal International Musical Competition. (See back cover for a partial list of piano works.) He

also writes extensively for the voice (vocal and choral) and the organ.

Butterflies & Bobcats

A note to Cherith Alexander (in Weyburn)

I'm delighted to hear that Meagan is working on B&B! I remember struggling to come up with a

title for this piece. As this was a competition piece I tried to incorporate a wide variety of touches

and moods that would allow the competitor to demonstrate the full spectrum of her/his

musicality. The resulting contrasts kept calling me back to the images of delicacy and fragility of

the butterfly contrasted with the power and agility of the cat. And Bobcat seemed a nice

alliteration! So there you have it. The butterfly obviously has the first word!

Butterflies & Bobcats FEEDBACK

1) Quinn Gomez May12/12.  On March 27/12 Quinn performed a shortened version of B&B for

the American TV/Radio program From the Top at Carnegie Hall, NYC.  Quinn is from Calgary

and in 2011 began studies at the Cleveland Institute.

Feb12/12

“Thank you for allowing me to play a condensed version of your piece! The main cut that I made

was at m 91 and I combined it with m 191 starting on the low e flat - they're similar tempos and I

managed to make it sound flowing. I also made a few other minor cuts to make the time limit,

and I think it works out okay (end of m 38 to the beginning m 55, and end of m 255 to the end of

m 268).” QG

May12/12 S

“I apologize for not replying! The performance [at Carnegie Hall] was fantastic, and they loved

your piece. I was the last one to play, and no piece could end it better than yours. Unfortunately,

they did not broadcast the performance in Canada (well at least I couldn't find any station that

did), however I should be getting a recording soon, and I can see if I can send it to you. 

I am doing really well, I just finished my finals a few days ago and now I am back in Calgary. I

can not thank you enough for letting me perform your piece, I had a great time and it was

received extremely well.” QG

2) Richard Raymond (Montreal) - October 26/15

(A reply to his questions:

“Thanks for your questions about B&B. My tardy reply is due to just returning from Toronto!

1. Bar 237: a. I seem to use the phrase "with abandon" quite a bit I've noticed. It implies throwing

caution to the wind and letting yourself go, being caught up in the sweep of the moment. Does

that help? 

b. The beat should be the same from bar 236 to bar 237. It is fast, but I think manageable.

2. Bar.289: I remember it puzzled me too when I first wrote it but it seemed that the 32nds

related better to where I'd just come from in the preceding bars than 16ths. You're right, the speed

is similar to the opening, perhaps a bit more pushed. I think I wrote the indication "easing off" to

allow the freedom to make a smooth transition.”

Chocolates

Written for the Chocolate Gala, a fundraising event for the Saskatchewan Abilities Council.

Premiere: Friday, September 24, 2004 at the Delta Bessborough Hotel in Saskatoon.

Isabelle Mills requested me to write a work that I would dedicate to my mother and my sister,

Ruth.  Ruth died of polio in May of 1951, a few months before her 4th birthday.  I never really

knew her, I was about 8 months old when she passed away.  A few weeks after her funeral in

Moose Jaw our family moved to Saskatoon.  As it happens, we lived on Duke Street and our

neighbours were a lovely older couple I always remember as Mr. & Mrs. Acton.  As it turns out,

these were Bruce Acton’s grandparents.  My mother always spoke so highly of them and I’m sure

poured out her heart on many occasions to Mrs. Acton in the difficult days after losing Ruth.

It has been a true labour of love to work on these pieces.  It is the first work I have written to be

dedicated to my sister, who I never knew but heard my mother speak of so lovingly on many

occasions.   

Knowing this piece would be premiered on the occasion of a Chocolate Gala evening, what else

could I call it but Chocolates.  It was a delicious piece to research.  I must say...Bernard

Callebaut, Harden and Hughes, Lindt...

Inspired by the variety, the sweetness, and the way one is transported by the heavenly flavour of

chocolates I wrote six short pieces that were intended to last about the length of time it takes to

savour a chocolate.  The fifth piece represents to me the wonderful way a superior chocolate

seems to melt in your mouth.  

It was a wonderful experience,  writing something to commemorate my love for my mother, who

loved chocolate and was herself so sweet, and it was also a bittersweet experience wondering

what might have been had my sister survived polio and we had become friends.  So the work

became a bit more serious in places.  The 3rd movement itself is subtitled Ruth Lorraine, and the

opens as a duet between the clarinet and violin.  It evokes the tender feelings I have when I think

of my sister and see the only picture I have of her and I together.  Other movements are much

more lighthearted, and the last is a kind of bluesy jazz confection.

I suggest you gather several chocolates on your plate now and limit yourself to one per

movement.

Bon appetit!

Chronicle for Orchestra (spoken November 20, 2004)

The concert tonight is called the Russians are coming.  So perhaps you didn’t expect to see me.  

But if you look closely at your ticket you see that it says the Russains are coming.  Now I’ve

decided that that’s the RSO’s new code word for me.  Don’t ya think...

You’re about to hear some early music, early for the orchestral output of McIntyre at least.  When

this work was premiered in 1992 I remember being somewhat disheartened by the fact that the

reviewer referred to it as a relatively short piece.  Now this was my first work for full orchestra

and after writing the work and copying it for weeks with a band of helpers it seemed like

anything but a short piece.  Depends on your perspective.  In that same review the critic said

something which also heartened me, that the orchestra should commission a Symphony from this

composer.  Well I’m happy to say that the CBC did eventually do just that.   And there have been

several other shorter works as well as a piano concerto written for this orchestra since then.

Now...It is such a pleasure for a composer to hear a piece the second or third time and this

weekend is  very special for me...can I tell you?  Because I get to hear a second performance

another orchestral work of mine - in Brandon on Monday night they’re playing A Bear in the

Brewery.  So I want to say many thanks again to this terrific orchestra and their conductor for a

resurrection of Chronicle.

Chronicle came at dark period in my life in many respects.  And it has been very interesting for

me to listen to this piece again in rehearsals and hear in it the struggle to breath, to stay afloat, to

keep my head above water, to keep hope alive and to find a way to soldier on.  Maybe that’s what

composer’s do when they’re down, try to lift themselves up by the music.  I think that’s what

Shostakovich did in far more dire circumstances than mine.  I hear some of the same call to

courage, to pursuit of joy in this piece.  I think that’s what this piece is about for me tonight as I

reflect back on an earlier time.  I hope you enjoy this, of course each in your own way.  Thanks

very much.

Chronicle for Orchestra (printed program)

Composer David L. McIntyre is well known to Regina audiences. As composer-in-residence with

the Regina Symphony Orchestra from 2000 and 2003 he created a number of new orchestral

works including Symphony No. 1, A Bear in the Brewery,  A Medley of Insolent Noises, Fanfare

for a Beloved City and, Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, and Through a Glass, Darkly: an

Elegy for Orchestra.  Tonight we hear a repeat performance of the very first work he wrote for

the full orchestra.

“I must confess I’m still trying to figure out why I called this piece Chronicle.  It was

commissioned  in 1992 by the RSO for the orchestra’s 85th season and premiered on October 24

of the same year.  It was my first work for full orchestra.  I was taking stock of the instrumental

resources and trying to write interesting “licks” for everyone.  By that time I knew the orchestra

quite well, having played with and composed chamber works for many of the players.  Giving

birth to a piece of these dimensions, assembling this many players in one score felt at the time

like a daunting challenge and major responsibility.  It was with this piece that I fell in love with

the work of orchestrating.

I remember thinking as I wrote this work that it was quite dark.  Perhaps I felt I was gathering a

history of emotional events from a year which for me had been personally very difficult. What is

remarkable to me now is how celebratory the work seems, how playful the mix of light and

shadow.  It confirms to me that an artist draws inspiration from deep sources that reach below the

emotional surface of a day to day life.”

The past year has been unusually productive for David.  He has seen the premiere of a number of

new works including two new pieces for the trio CONTRASTS (Eduard Minevich, violin;

Pauline Minevich, clarinet; David McIntyre, piano): Hybrids and Chocolates.  Two major works

for piano solo appeared: Butterflies & Bobcats, which is currently being toured by Lana

Henschell, winner of the 2004 Eckhardt-Gramatté Competition, and Slam Dunk Dancing

premiered by American pianist Jo Boatright in Winnipeg in October.  And Watershed Stories II

for Regina’s Prairie Pride Chorus premiered in Regina in June, was performed in Saskatoon last

week and continues to be in demand.

Concerto for Piano and Orchestra 2003

The first piece of music to which my mother and my father introduced me was the Beethoven

First Piano Concerto in C major.  The wonderful light and optimism in that work has been in my

spirit ever since.  As a child I loved to improvise for hours, pretending I was the soloist, the

orchestra, even the conductor.  So to have written my first piano concerto is really a dream come

true.  I’m extremely pleased that I’m not the pianist or the conductor tonight! 

And I am overwhelmed that Catherine Vickers so graciously agreed to have me write this

concerto just for her. I couldn’t have made a better choice, you’ll see why in a moment!

Catherine and I met 30 years ago in Hannover, Germany.  That was about 3 years after she’d left

Regina and about 3 years before I came to the “beloved” city.  

Once I knew who it was would play the work I was able to get started...the process of writing this

work was a great pleasure.  Not all works are birthed in such an atmosphere of delight.  This one

was.   The piano part was finished in August of 2002 and as Catherine was in Canada that month,

she and I were able to sit down and go through it together.  The orchestration was finalized this

spring.  The challenge for me in writing a concerto is to keep the orchestra interested in the music

while of course highlighting the solo piano.  I envisioned the piano in several contrasting

relationships with the orchestra, whether a leader rallying the troups,  a lonely voice looking for a

friend, a dance partner, an opponent, a supporter and encourager or a tease.  

My deepest thanks to the Saskatchewan Arts Board who made it possible through my position as 

Composer in Residence with the RSO, to see a dream come true.  This in memory of my dear

mother who’s piano playing was the first I heard and it’s also for my dad, my sweetest treasure.

I  am grateful to Maestro Sawa, to the fine musicians of the orchestra and of course to Catherine

Vickers.

Concerto for Piano and Orchestra 2003

Program notes

At age four the composer began piano lessons with his uncle.  The first recording he remembers

hearing over and over was of Toscanni conducting the NBC Symphony Orchestra and pianist

Ania Dorfmann in the Beethoven Piano Concerto No.1.  From the early days of improvising

piano pieces for school concerts, to writing duos for piano with each orchestral instrument,

through the publication of several volumes of piano music, and the commissioning of his second

piano Sonata for Angela Hewitt, David has been on a journey towards his first piano concerto. 

“It’s a dream come true to have finished this piece.  As a composer who ‘grew up on a piano

bench’, one develops a very individual feel for the instrument.  My manner of writing for the

piano is dictated by a blend of physiology, a predilection for sounds that glisten, and the creation

of balanced diversity”. 

“The challenge of writing for the piano with orchestra is to discover a workable relationship

between the forces.  I chose to do this in the standard three-movement format. At times the piano

relates as a chamber instrument to one or two other instruments; at times it plays solo; at other

times, chameleon-like, the piano essays to change its colour to create a sonic foil, merging with

the orchestra, and at times it engages largers groups within the orchestra or even fights to rise

above the orchestral tutti. Staging the play of colour between the piano and individual

instruments is one of the delights in writing a concerto.”

“Of course the other big factor in writing a concerto is the soloist!  I always prefer to know who I

am writing for.  And it is an enormous privilege to write for Catherine Vickers.  I have admired

her playing for many years and was thrilled when she agreed to premiere this piece.  I hope it

suits her.  As Catherine has strong Regina roots I am so pleased she can appear on a program that

honours this city...which has produced so much talent of international stature over the years.”

“This concerto is dedicated to the memory of my mother.”

Concerto for Violin and Orchestra

by David L. McIntyre

September 20, 2008 (Eduard Minevich & RSO)

Spoken Intro from the stage

Good evening,

I feel so happy tonight to be following Shostakovich, a Russian composer I have long admired.

There’s another Russian I admire ... Russian Canadian, Eduard Minevich. Little story here... last

October at a memorable dinner on the 10th floor of an apartment block in St Petersburg Russia

where I had travelled with Ed and Pauline as our trio CONTRASTS I was given by our host his

personal copy of a biography of Shostakovich.  Velodia is a dear friend of Ed from their days

together in the Leningrad Conservatory.  I treasure this book and am working very hard on my

Russian so as to be able to read it very soon!  Da! I have a great affinity for Shostakovich, I think

you may sense that even in this concerto.

But this concerto tonight is all about Ed.  It gives me such satisfaction to be able to give this

piece as a gift to my dear friend and to the Regina Symphony Orchestra at the start of it’s 100th

year and then to you, the wonderful Regina audience and through the CBC, to the world. Very

satisfying.  And I am indebted to the Saskatchewan Arts Board for their generous support in the

creation of this piece.  And special thanks to Pat Middleton for her encouragement and

enthusiasm for the project.

This piece is about nothing consciously... nothing but the music itself.  But when I as the

composer step back, get some distance I see it suggests many things beyond the music. More than

four years ago, January 2004, I wrote the first theme of the concerto and always reserved it for

unaccompanied violin... I was thinking about the many conversations I’d had with Ed over the

years and felt like this piece should reflect something of his journey:  a native of the Soviet

Union, a graduate of the Leningrad Conservatory, a soldier in the Soviet Army in the arctic, and

an adventurer who made it to Canada with a background I can only barely imagine.  And today

we know him as the dazzling musical personality so treasured in our community.

So for me, the most moving moment in the piece comes when Ed’s opening theme reappears

years later in the third movement, nostalgically, recalling roots.  The movement then closes in a

blaze of celebration of spirit and life ...not only in Russia but also for a hundred years in Regina.

I wish to thank Maestro Sawa and the orchestra who as gifted, dedicated, unique indivduals have

worked so enthusiatically to put this piece together.  And from my heart I thank Eduard Minevich

a virtuoso human being!

Concerto for Violin and Orchestra

by David L. McIntyre

Notes for program: September 20, 2008 (Eduard Minevich & RSO)

Composer notes:

“One of the great pleasures of my life has been making music with Ed and Pauline Minevich as

part of the CONTRASTS Trio.  Over the past eight years our repertoire has grown to include the

three trios I wrote for them: Chocolates, Hybrids, and Winter Gardens, as well as a song based

on Puskin’s poem, Little Bird, that we had the honour of performing with the great Russian

soprano, Nelly Lee for the Pushkin Museum in St. Petersburg, Russia last October.  So perhaps it

is not so surprising that I would eventually aspire to a violin concerto for the violinist who has

inspired me for so long!  Four years ago in anticipation of the RSO’s upcoming 100th

Anniversary I began work on this concerto with the generous support of the Saskatchewan Arts

Board.  It became a three movement work, shamelessly melodic, high-spirited and, for me at

least, full of emotion.  It puzzled me that the cadenza didn’t appear until the last movement - it’s

always intriging, often frustrating how a piece has a mind of its own during the creative process.

Somehow it seemed fitting that the last movement wasn’t completed until after our return from

Russia where I had come to know Ed in quite a different way.  On the flight home he wrote me a

crazy little poem in Russian in praise of all things “hot and spicy”, like Kharcho soup and

hopefully his new violin concerto! It has given me such pleasure to write this for my dear friend

who always acts and plays from the heart.”

Creek Bistro Specials

Lynn Channing UofR concert

September 18, 2005

As many of you know my collaboration with Ms. Channing extends over many years now,

having performed together across Canada since the early 80's.  And I must say what a pleasure

and privilege it is as a composer to have such a voice and heart as hers to inspire songs.

I think the first song I wrote for her was in 1985.  And with the addition of the Creek Bistro

Specials we will premiere today, that brings the total to close to 30 songs.

Let me tell you, you never know with a composer what source for a text he or she will seize next. 

The normal course is to find a lovely poem by a true writer, or write your own poem, or wander

into the world of prose, or beyond yet into the wider world of words... in this case I seized on

mouth-watering text masquerading as a menu.  Sitting at the table in the south-west corner of the

Creek in Cathedral Bistro (one of our city’s most treasured eating establishments) I was smitten

by the poetic description of the entrees, and said to Lorna “these could almost be set to music!”.

More than a year later I returned to that restaurant with Ms. Channing for a somewhat belated

birthday celebration.  Just before picking her up,  I had stopped by the restaurant and asked the

server to kindly tuck a menu-sized score underneath the menu that she would bring to Lynn.  And

this would be her belated birthday surprise:  a musical setting, word for word, of nine items from

the restaurant’s menu (3 appetizers, 3 entrees, and 3 desserts.)  

So the menus were delivered with 2 glasses of red wine.  I must say that Lynn took forever to

poke through the real menu before she realized that the Creek Bistro Specials, were not the days

specials at all, but a set of songs for soprano and piano.  I still remember looking over to the

kitchen door and seeing Lorna and the servers, peering back at me,  eagerly awaiting Lynn’s

reaction.  Which as I say, took quite some time, as she had seen the Specials but had decided she

wanted to browse the regular menu first.  In any case we are delighted today to present the

premiere of these pieces in the month of the 5th Anniversary of the Creek in Cathedral Bistro. 

No doubt you will all want to rush to the restaurant right after this concert to satiate your aroused

appetites.  Do not, however, the restaurant is closed Sundays!  And Lorna and several of her crew

are with us today in the concert.

Creek Bistro Specials

These fanciful miniatures were written in 2005 for my dear friend and long time collaborator,

soprano Lynn Channing.  The texts are drawn from the menu of a lovely local restaurant -- 3

appetizers, 3 entrées and 3 desserts. Appropriately the songs were delivered to Ms. Channing by

the waiter at the Creek in Cathedral Bistro where we “happened” to be celebrating her birthday,

and they proved a delicious surprise. 

These highly contrasted songs must be sung with passion and wit.  The singer and the pianist

carry on a lively dialogue and cover a wide expressive scope in a very short time!

One performance suggestion is to have the singer seated at a little round bistro table. The pianist 

enters as the waiter delivering a menu.  Then the pianist is seated and the songs are sung as the

singer peruses the menu.  They have even at times been done with 2 singers seated together at the

table.

Fanfare for a Beloved City for Brass and Timpani

. For Second performance: October 29, 2016

During my composer residency with Regina Symphony I was asked to write a piece to celebrate

the 100th Anniversary of the incorporation of Regina as a City.  I chose to feature the brass and

timpani players of the orchestra.  The Fanfare was first heard on the same concert as my Piano

Concerto on April 12, 2003.  Another performance set to take place in Wascana Park in June of

that year was rained out. So as I now celebrate my 40th year of calling Regina “home” I’m so

pleased to see this salute to our wonderful city with the second performance of Fanfare for a

Beloved City.

. Concert address: April 12, 2003

What a special honour it is to be invited to create a musical tribute to:

 the place that has been my home, 

the place that has nutured my spirit, 

the place that has opened doors for my imagination and opportunities for my work, 

the place that has introduced me to so many fine colleagues and friends

over the past 27 years.  

So with this Fanfare I salute you the people of this beloved city.

Here’s to Regina!

Fable 

for flute and piano (1993)

Fable was written in 1993 for Jane Schudel, who played 2nd flute with the Regina Symphony

Orchestra for many years.  It was premiered the same year with the composer at the piano.  The

piece tells a fanciful story in the language of music to stimulate the listener’s imagination, visual

or emotional.

Fanfare for a Beloved City    ON WEBSITE

for timpani and brass

from the composer...

“We grow attached to the place we choose to call home.  And the mixture of joy and tender

feelings found in this work could easily apply to any number of wonderful cities in this country.

Fanfare for a Beloved City celebrates the place I have called home since 1976.  There has always

been music to mark special occasions and  anniversaries and it was an honour in 2003 to create a

work for brass and timpani to acknowledge the 100th anniversary of the incorporation of Regina,

Saskatchewan as a city. I have grown to love this city, its people, its tree-lined streets, its hoar

frost parks, the charm of its neighbourhoods, the ease of mobility, the proximity to the land, the

vigour of its culture and the shining sun at plus or minus thirty.  What I tried to convey in this

fanfare is a lively energy combined with more gentle sentiments in appreciation of being part of

such a wonderful place.  The word “Regina” contains three letters of the musical alphabet which

are sung out as an affectionate call by the principal trumpet during a gentler episode about three-

quarters of the way through the piece.  It is recalled as a fortissimo statement in the final bars.”

Green (see also Yes)

SATB & piano commissioned by Tone Cluster (Quite a Queer Choir) from Ottawa.

Premiered May 26/12 at Centretown United Church in Ottawa.

Green and Yes are two poems by the Saskatoon poet Elizabeth Philips.  I first looked at

Elizabeth’s wonderfully evocative and subtle poetry years ago when I was thinking about texts

for my Watershed Stories, the 16 movement choral set for Regina’s Prairie Pride chorus which I

conducted for many years.   In the end I didn’t use Elizabeth’s poetry, but based those texts on

dozens of interviews I held with GLBT people.  But when Tone Cluster approached me I thought

again of Elizabeth’s work. The first and last lines of Green (“The garden is threaded with the

staccato flight of white-throated sparrows...” and “...the shivering young leaves that separate the

air that is wind from the air that is music”) were irresistible - I had to set this one.  And Yes

captured me with it’s gentle unfolding of a deeply touching story of a gay couple.  I loved setting

these texts and am so grateful to Elizabeth for allowing me to do so.  It is such a fascinating

challenge to find apt musical means to illuminate sensitive, evocative texts. The chorus and the

piano play equal roles. Having heard beautifully nuanced performances by  Tone Cluster in

Toronto (2002) and Vancouver (2006) I was convinced they would appreciate the richness of

these poems and rise to the musical challenges.

Hybrids, a trio for Violin, Clarinet and Piano

Hybrids was commissioned by the trio Contrasts with the assistance of the Saskatchewan Arts

Board. It was premiered at the 2004 Regina Symphony Orchestra New Music Festival at the CBC

Galleria in Regina.  The title suggests the “cross breeding” that is an inevitable part of the

creative process.  In this three movement work the composer pays tribute to Bartok,

Shostakovich and Gershwin, contrasting and blending jazz elements with classical techniques to

create a strong new  “animal”.

Like Manna

2013 Commissioned by New Works Calgary 

for Ensemble Resonance 

(Michelle Todd, soprano; Steve Lubiarz, violin; Stan Climie, clarinet; Colleen Athaparia, piano) 

from the writer, Joanne Gerber

The text for “Like Manna” is a prose poem published in Grain Magazine in 1990.  I had

become confined to my home with life-threatening environmental illness in 1988, allergic

to virtually all foods and everything in the environment. At times close to starvation I was

given little prospect of ever recovering or resuming normal life. Determined to learn to

see the world as vivid and beautiful even from behind glass, I kept a window journal.  In

it I captured both the ever-changing scene outside the two windows framing my world

and my journey of faith through this wilderness. The narrow landscape seemed either rich

and infused with grace or bleak and austere – evocative of Biblical imagery and of my

own experience.  Throughout those years, David McIntyre’s friendship was a constant

source of strength and encouragement for me and my family. “Like Manna” is distilled

from the first two years of my window journal: another year of confinement lay ahead,

but confounding my physicians, I slowly began to recover in late 1991. 

from the composer, David L. McIntyre

I was delighted with this opportunity to write for the members of Ensemble Resonance

whose work I so admire. It was also pure pleasure for me to work again with the poetry of

my dear friend Joanne Gerber.  I have always found her use of language instinctively

musical.  I find the setting of text always pushes me to find other kinds of music than I

might find for instruments alone.  And the challenge to illuminate that text evokes

perhaps more delicately nuanced instrumental textures than I might otherwise venture. 

As I had lived through this period with Joanne and her family this was intensely personal

work for me as well.  Our previous collaborations include the song “Evening Out”(1986),

the song cycle “Above an Abyss” for soprano, cello and piano (1987), and an opera, “Sea

Change” (1998).

Moonlight

for piano solo

Commissioned in 2007 by the Saskatoon chapter of the Contemporary Showcase

“Moonlight is a quiet, reflective song with somewhat mournful melodies in both hands. The

challenge of course is to identify the melodic fragments and subdue the softly bobbing chordal 

accompaniment to them.  Generous use of pedal lends a fragrant atmosphere to the whole.”

Moonlight is included in the Northern Lights Level 5a Repertoire collection 2009 by the

Canadian National Conservatory of Music (CNCM).

Piano Trio No. 2

Commissioned by Jacqui Shumiatcher for 50th birthday of David Kyle.  (May 2010)

Premiered April 7/13, 4pm by Eduard Minevich, vn; Cameron Lowe, cello; David Mcintyre, pn

at 15 Roy Street Regina.

A Progressive concert beginning with C7 then C3E..

Slam Dunk Dancing 2004

“It was a challenge to compose a work for piano that would integrate the interior of the

instrument with the exterior keyboard.  There appeared to me to be a tension between the two,

involving movements for which the traditional pianist is unprepared.  One senses that the usual

choregraphic elements involved in piano playing intensify strikingly when part of the technique

requires the performer to move between a sitting and a standing position.  My musical language

had to expand beyond melody and harmony to which I am devoted, to include quite different

sonic effects and gestures.  But the gliding, stroking, slapping and plucking gestures seemed to

beg for the balance of the more incisive contact with the keyboard.  As you may derive from the

title it turned out to be great fun.  And though I am no more a basketball player than I am a

dancer, I took great delight here in pretending to be both!”

David L. McIntyre

Slam Dunk Dancing was commissioned by Groundswell for the American pianist Jo Boatright

and premiered by her on October 16, 2004 at Eckhardt-Gramatté Hall at the University of

Winnipeg. The work was written the same year as Butterflies & Bobcats, a more well-known

piece of similar challenge, which was the imposed piece for the 2004 Eckhardt-Gramatté

National Music Competition.

Feedback from players:

1)Laura Loewen (Winnipeg) 

May 3/11: National Arts Centre - a prairie scene concert.

Mar/12: Dayton & ?, Ohio and Knoxville, Tennessee

“I am so sorry that I didn't email you myself after our Ohio trip. I came back to way too much

work at university and forgot about everything else. I LOVED playing SDD - it was a huge hit

everywhere we went. As I mentioned to you, we made a big deal of the basketball aspect of the

piece. At the University of Tennessee, we even went so far as to buy a basketball jersey for me to

wear while playing it. It was our last concert - I wish we would have thought of it sooner because

it was such a good idea. 

Thanks for emailing me. I will let you know when I play it again. Have a wonderful summer! 

Laura” (May 11, 2012)

Sonata No. 1 for Flute & Piano

on website:

My three month stay at the Leighton Artist Colony at the Banff Centre in the fall of 1986 was

wonderfully productive.  This lively Sonata, my first for flute and piano, was written between

two sets of piano pieces, Pro-Motion and E-motion, and the Festive Sonata for Trumpet &

Organ.  Completed in November it was premiered January 11, 1987 at the old Roubakine Theatre

at the Banff Centre by American flautist Paul Taub and myself.  The first and last movements are

lively, playful, sometimes biting. The second is a Lament, brooding and reflective.  The flute and

piano are equal partners in the dialogue throughout this tuneful work.  CBC Saskatchewan

recorded the Sonata the following November on a concert of my music at Government House in

Regina where I played with Sandra Hoffman who was principal flute with the Regina Symphony

Orchestra.  The First Sonata appears in the 2010 Flute Syllabus for the Royal Conservatory of

Music, Grade 10.

Sonata for Trumpet and Piano

Composed in Regina in 1990 for trumpeter Lyle Buddecke, this work was premiered in March of

the same year with the composer at the piano. 

Duration: 13'

Composer Notes from a Saskatoon performance with Miles Newman (1992?)

Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, written in 1990 and performed by Lyle Buddecke and myself

about 2 years ago. It’s in four movements, alternating serious and playful, thus the titles of the

movements: Mystery - Game - Mystery - Game.

One of the mysteries of the first movement (which as I remember was the last to be written) is

the tonality.  Now this gets quite theoretical, and I assure you was note in my mind as it was

being written.  It begins with a caressing dominant 7th chord in the piano on B which near the

end of the movement eventually comes to rest on the traditional tonic of E, but then moves on to

a final cadence on E flat, making the original dominant 7th actually an augmented sixth chord. 

So this is a mystery, how the piece finally resolves beyond, as it were, the expected resolution. 

The opening theme, in which the trumpet is hardly recognizable as such due to the rather unusual

muting, a Harmon mute) is violently contrasted with a military-like them and the rest of the

movement works to subdue or calm the outburst.

I hope the 2nd movement relieves the intensity of the first.  It’s character is driving yet playful,

and flirts with a jazzy little them from time to time.

The Third movement is intensely lyrical, again with some lovely cup muted sounds and bell-

tones in the trumpet.  Like the first movement it has trouble deciding on which tonality to end,

shifting from B flat major to B flat minor anf finally to D minor....the trumpet all the while being

the stabilizing force on an “F”.

The final movement is another game, it’s marked “Robust and at times rowdy”.  Need I say

more?

Notes from the composer...

In the first performance mutes

 were used as follows:

I. Mystery

 Bars 1-8 Harmon mute; 9-19 open; 

20-36 straight mute; 37-67 open; 

68- end Harmon mute.

III. Mystery

Bars 1-29 cup mute; 

29-36 open; 37 - end cup mute

The piece also works without mutes.

Sonata No. 2 for Violin & Piano “Sprints”

1. Lightly

2. Langourously

3. Jolly!

This work was commissioned by Canadian violinist Erika Raum with the assistance of the

Saskatchewan Arts Board.  It was premiered on March 14, 1996 on the Women’s Musical Club

Series at Walter Hall, University of Toronto by Erika Raum (violin) and Francine Kay (piano).

Then in 2010 the work was included on a Centrediscs recording entitled “From the Heartland”

featuring Erika Raum with pianist David Moroz.

This work in three movements contains much lively, animated music and although the second

movement pretends to be the slow movement, it really only has a slow beginning and ending. 

Hence the subtitle “Sprints”.  The first movement is perhaps the most temperatmental, moody,

sensitive.  The somewhat raucous final movement is close to the spirit of a barn dance.  The

violin and piano are equal partners in the romp.   David L. McIntyre

Sonata No. 2 for Violin & Piano “Sprints” (CD notes)

1. Lightly

2. Langourously

3. Jolly!

When Erika Raum asked me to write a piece for her concert on the Women’s Musical Club Series

at Walter Hall at the University of Toronto, I couldn’t have been more delighted. I love writing

for players I know well. And I first played with Erika in Regina when she was just twelve (the

Bartok Roumanian Dances as I recall). I’ve always been thrilled by her special sensitivity and

intensity with every phrase.  With the generous assistance of the Saskatchewan Arts Board my

second Sonata for violin and piano was premiered on March 14, 1996 in Toronto by Erika with 

Francine Kay at the piano.

This work in three movements contains much lively, animated music and although the second

movement pretends to be the slow movement, it really only has a slow beginning and ending. 

Hence the subtitle “Sprints”.  The first movement is perhaps the most temperatmental, moody,

sensitive.  The somewhat raucous final movement is close to the spirit of a barn dance.  The

violin and piano are equal partners in the romp. The piece is now published by Roy Street Music.

 David L. McIntyre

Sonata No. 3 for Violin & Piano 2012 Regina

Duration: ca. 21'

1 Moderato

2 Scherzando

3 Largo: sostenuto e poco parlando

4 Allegro 

Sovereign Lord 1991 (rev. 2017)

for mixed chorus and organ

This stirring anthem for chorus and organ was commissioned in 1991 by the Bayview Glen

Church of the Christian & Missionary Alliance in Toronto in celebration of the church’s Jubilee

year.  It was first performed in June of 1991 under the direction of Steve Cottrell at Roy

Thompson Hall in Toronto.  Two and a half decades later when Eldon McBride, conductor of

Vancouver’s Jubilate Vocal Ensemble, asked me about programming the work I was delighted to

re-visit this work and make some strategic revisions, mainly to the organ part.  One doesn’t

always have the occasion to tweak old compositions. I am always moved by the joy and

compassion of this text from Isaiah.  

 David L. McIntyre                          

String Quartet 1987 Paris/Vienna

The String Quartet in 4 movements was written while the composer was living in Europe in

1987.  Begun in Paris and completed in Vienna, the work was first read by the Schubert Quartet

of Vienna.  But it was not given a concert performance until May of 1995 on the Connoisseur

series of the Regina Symphony Chamber Players at Government House.


